Sick ford ranger

The history of the Ranger doesn't start with the first truck to use this name. For many years
before it would find its rightful home, the company experimented with the nameplate. Ford knew
it wanted to use it, but couldn't find where it belonged. Nowadays, the Ranger is associated with
outdoors folk. It's a keeper of countryside. However, the first vehicle to get a Ranger name was
a sedan. That obviously missed the mark. In the '80s, the Ranger started the path to become its
own line. Ford introduced the F that took over the F sales, so the second truck became
redundant. Customers who wanted the F were happy to get the F At that time, the only smaller
pickup that Ford had was the F-Courier. So, Ford axed the Courier and the F together and
created the Ranger. Here are 15 sick pics of custom Ford Rangers. One striking feature is the
off-road wheels that consists of alloy wheels and huge tires. In order to install the wheels, the
company had to adjust the height and add a MCC Rocker bar widebody kit that changed almost
all components. German tuning company Delta 4x4 used their own light alloy rim in matte black
to create this truck. They say that this Ranger offers optimal traction for off-road use and
provides a further 30 mm of ground clearance. In addition to that, the higher driver seating
position gives a great overview. APG offers a ProRunner set for the Ranger that includes larger
and stronger drive shafts, widened wishbones and special mounts for the wheels. Add large
off-road tires, a new suspension with custom dumpers and Tuner Tickford decided to build a
unique compressor kit for the Ranger Raptor. The result is an engine that delivers horsepower
and lb. This engine makes the Raptor a true athlete. The majority of parts are made by the tuner
himself. On top of that, there are some innovative extras. These include the powerful Ford
Performance front winch integrated into the bumper, a winter-ready Yakima roof tent, the
integrated snowboard holder and a built-in refrigerator for the weekend trip. They used custom
wishbones and adjustable springs. With components such as modified air management and
SCR performance chip tuning, the company could boost the power up to hp. There is also a new
paint job in metallic blue. This Ranger features over performance parts that help it conquer even
the roughest terrain. This built was finished with the help of Ford Performance and Ford
Accessories teams. They improved truck's capability to move quickly when the pavement ends.
This Ranger is perfect for camping people and those looking to get off the road. The tailgate is
lockable and I've got a secured setup for tools and camping gear alike. The owner bought the
plain Ford Ranger XL in and gave it a complete makeover. He said he spent every weekend
converting the truck into a drift machine. He has done everything imaginable except the engine
swap. He says he gets drivers staring and giving the thumbs up. The Ford Ranger was offered
with a weak engine under the hood. This custom version, however, features a modified V8 unit.
The project was done by a professional team called Anderson Brothers Customs. The truck
features a chopped top and was painted in bright yellow with orange flame-like accents. The
Hellwig team wanted to build a truck that can be loaded with food, fuel and everything else
several people need to spend 2 weeks in the wild. The truck can carry up to 1, pounds in the
bed. It features custom helper springs and new sway bars to keep the machine steady. Dodgers
Owner. This Ford Ranger isn't only cool-looking, but also very capable. It was created for the
desert running and dune jumping. The owner replaced gauges and seats, and the truck got a
new cage for safety. The body is fitted with fiberglass fenders, hood and bedsides. The paint is
custom. This Peak Suspension Ford Ranger is full of aftermarket parts and custom accessories.
Under the hood sits a powerful engine. Hennessey improved capabilities of this Ranger. A
suspension upgrade raises the height by 4 inches, while inch alloy wheels wrapped in BF
Goodrich All-Terrain tires improve the stance. The front bumper got a tougher grille. LED
lighting has been added to the front bumper, and the look is completed with black fender flares.
Seen here is the " custom Ford Ranger built for special police events. It is equipped with a
police light bar, side spotlights, front mirror strobe light, rear window strobe light, PA system,
and police pursuit flashing lights and siren. It is powered by a 4. Chris is a proficient reader and
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know it as King of the Hammers , KOH, or Hammertown; the annual gathering of 4x4 fans went
down in the California desertâ€”and it was wild. Spoiler Alert: If you're looking for race
coverage, forget it. The rigs here discovered among the campgrounds, trails, and elsewhere
during the King of the Hammers event. This Ford started as 2WD with independent suspension
at all corners. Modifications include 40s, go-fast and mega-flex suspension, and solid axles all
around. You'll find a Magnum Underdrive from Offroad Design, coilovers, one-ton axles, and
screaming power from an L Want the full feature on this Ranger pre-tube-bed? Here it is. Tim's
been busy since abusing rocks and building a functional tube bed for the Ford Ranger. The
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trails of the Hammers. Nick's big 'Burban packs an 8. Sure, the engine and transmission are
stock, but the Super 60s under this Ranger mixed with coilovers and custom-built links let
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love pickup trucks for many reasons; they are spacious and comfortable enough to be family
haulers, they can go on off-road trips, and can be used to haul heavy items. Compared to other
types of vehicles, pickup truck designs tend to be limited to the same old boring shape. This is
where a widebody kit comes in. A simple widebody kit can completely transform how a pickup
truck looks, turning it into a head-turner everywhere it goes. The following are ten of the
best-looking widebody pickup trucks ever made. One of the most badass custom trucks we've
seen so far â€” the Widebody Chevrolet Silverado "Fat Boy. The Fat Boy custom truck started
as a Chevrolet Silverado and was equipped with a wild front bumper and fat fenders. The truck
is also equipped with carbon fiber aerodynamic armor underneath. The truck has also been
lowered significantly to complete the look. However, it is equipped with an air suspension that
ensures that the driver can get some ground clearance whenever they need it at the press of a
button. Looking at pictures of this Toyota Tacoma widebody truck, one would easily mistake it
for a rendering as it seems too crazy to be real â€” the custom vehicle looks like it comes
straight out of a movie. The truck comes with a brutal widebody kit that features a huge front
spoiler with a splitter, large carbon canards, and powerful side skirts. However, this build's
highlights are the new, widened front and rear fenders, and the air scoop on the roof. And then
there's the rear - this has a massive rear diffuser and a fixed rear wing that towers above the
cabin. Built by professional tuner Landon Smith, this custom F is a thing of beauty. Smith
bought a Ford F Regular Cab in He wanted to give the truck a stanced, widebody look. To make
his vision a reality, Smith started by equipping the truck with a front grille with LED accent vent
lights and a set of RTR fender flares. He then installed a Crown Suspension to get the stance
correct and replaced the stock wheels with a set of Xtreme Force XF-2 wheels. He also tuned the
twin-turbocharged EcoBoost engine, boosting the output to horsepower and pound-feet of
torque. Sports trucks were very popular in the s to s era, loved for the super-low and short body
styles that allowed them to set multiple speed records. This widebody Ram attempts to bring a
little of that magic back. It is equipped with a set of stylish over-fenders, side skirts, and a crazy
front grille for starters. The truck also has an aggressive rear diffuser with integrated exhausts,
something rarely seen on pickup trucks. The icing on the cake is the new extra-wide Ray's
six-spoke alloy wheels, the kind usually seen on racing and drifting Nissans. Japanese tuner
Pandem likes to deal with the Datsun brand, so it decided to work on one of their best vehicles
ever â€” the pickup truck. Pandem equipped the truck with a widebody kit with a front spoiler, a
revised front bumper, a new rear bumper with integrated taillights, wheel arch extensions all
around, and a roll cage on the truck bed. The tuners also equipped the truck with inch aluminum
wheels, Toyo tires, a modified braking system, and a special Coilover suspension with a lift kit.
To build it, TS Designs took a Ford F XLT and blistered out its wheel arches, dropped it to the
ground, and equipped it with a mean-looking front and rear bumper. They also fitted it with inch
Forgiato Sincro weeks held in perfect position by an Atlas Springs custom suspension. Carlex
Design is best-known for its attention-grabbing custom interiors, but they've also been building
custom widebody pickup trucks. One of their best works has to be this Ford Ranger Widebody
truck that looks rugged from every angle. Carlex Designs added chunky extensions to all
four-wheel arches to achieve the desired look and installed a new front end with a modified chin
and grille. They also added a powder-coated roll cage and inch wheels with all-terrain tires. A
bunch of cool accessories is also included, like solid-looking side steps and metal skid plates.
To make it even cooler, Digital artist Kalim Oozeear has created a virtual build showing how the
Ram would look with a widebody kit. The base vehicle appears to be a Classic Warlock that is
lowered and equipped with a new front and rear bumper, a new front grille, massive fenders all
around, and new super-sized wheels. The truck even has extra lights mounted above the cabin.
Unveiled at the Las Vegas SEMA Show, this widebody pickup truck was built to show how
America's most popular vehicle would look like if it were riding as low as a Lamborghini
supercar. The F widebody kit was created by TS Designs and includes fenders on each wheel, a
revised front grille, and new bumpers. The truck is also equipped with a set of Forgiato inch F2.
Other modifications on the truck include a Vortech supercharger, Belltech lowering kit, Gibson
exhaust, Alpine audio, ARE tonneau cover, and Roadwire leather seats. The automotive world
has been gifted with several drift trucks over the last decade, like Ken Block's F Hoonitruck.
This render shows how a Chevy Silverado would look if it were one. Unsurprisingly, this build's
most eye-catching element is the fender flares, particularly the visible rivets that add some extra
spice. Other exciting elements include a tailgate spoiler, the rear apron, the keep-it-simple front
apron, and, of course, the Forgiato wheels, which provide a competition look. The truck has
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When purchasing a pickup truck, Ford is always towards the top of the list. The American
automakers have been in the pickup truck game for ages; in fact, the Ford Model T was offered
as a pickup in ! However, even many years before that, since , some owners had already
converted them to be used as a pickup. Today, the Ford F is the best-selling truck in the United
States, competing with other greats such as the Ram and the Chevy Silverado. Sometimes,
these Ford Fs, as well as other Ford pickups, are customized to become absolute monsters.
You are guaranteed to be the king of the road behind the wheel of one of these beasts! There
have been quite a few modifications done on the MotionR; it has been given the whole carbon
fiber treatment, from the grille, to the fender vents, tailgate spoiler, and rear bump diffuser. This
modified Ford Ranger SMC Hawk Edition features inch Mamba black alloy wheels, a complete
custom cabin with high-premium quality such as Alcantara leather, and much more. Behind the
wheel of this monster, nobody will mess with you on the road again! Roush Performance is one
of the craziest tuning houses out there. Last year, they modified the Raptor, and this was the
result: a more intimidating exterior look, 20 inch black wheels, and an axle-back exhaust that
makes it sound meaner than ever before. First unveiled to the public at the Chicago Auto Show,
this F Shelby Baja Raptor has been completely modified, from the exterior to the engine. It was
produced in to promote the launch of the Xbox One X. This is one heavily-lifted F! Just look at
how high that monster is! Clearly, this one is meant for off-roading. It comes equipped with inch
TIS Forged wheels, and the detailing throughout is simply awesome. We know it was produced
in Florida, but not much else information can be found about it. This intimidating Ford F was
modified by Rad Rides for a lucky customer. It features inch wheels and custom LED light bars.
It looks like an absolute off-road monster, and even on the road, everybody will want to get out
of your way when they see you in their rear-view mirror! The Kelderman Ford F dually comes
with so many great features that it would be impossible to list them all. It comes equipped with a
massive 6. The good folks over at Kelderman really did a number on this one. This
heavily-modified F can be described as an absolute doomsday machine. Just look at that
off-road bumper! It is guaranteed to steal the show, whether off-road or on it. In some cases,
bigger truly is better! This F Monster Truck was modified by Kelderman with a inch air ride lift
kit as well as custom front and rear bumpers. It was built on a reality TV show where the Diesel
Brothers turn junkyard diesel vehicles into amazing creations such as this one. Chris is a
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Whether or not you're going to admit it, you have always fantasized about building a powered
Ranger truck. We can't blame you-we've thought about doing one ourselves because the
concept is just too cool. You can haul around all your Mustang race parts, dis and dismiss
hoodlums in Hondas at streetlight confrontations, and make it docile enough to serve as a
practical daily driver. For most of you, it wouldn't cost much. Somewhere in the back of your
shed or a friend's lies a perfect-running stock EFI engine and transmission just dying to run
again. Eric Stiles of Calumet City, Ill. The year-old stock trader started his project in His
girlfriend at the time, Amy who is now his wife convinced her father to sell his Ranger work
truck to Eric. It had a few dents in the bed from tools banging around, but it was straight, all
original, and a perfect blank canvas for Eric to start with. He envisioned a lowered stance, a
custom interior, a healthy , and a wild paint scheme. But it wouldn't be an overnight project. As
a matter of fact, it went in small stages. I lowered it and painted it bright yellow at first. Then I
met a few guys who took me to some car shows and I got hooked on showing it. I first did the
interior in grape tweed and then put in a serious stereo system," Eric explained. While most
would be content with a mild-mannered Ranger, Eric was far from satisfied. The next battery of
modifications were more mechanically involved, so he enlisted his buddy Scott Schmall of
Cedar Lake, Ind. If any of you have ever tried to lower a truck this much, you know how involved
it is. Schmall removed the rear leaf-spring setup from the 8. The use of a 4-link allows full
suspension articulation without drastic driveshaft-to-pinion gear angle changes. It also allows
for a streetable ride, with a moderate lowering, and when it's parked, a super-low stance once
the airbags are deflated. Up front, airbag springs were used too, but required a set of custom
shock towers to be fabricated. In the end, a Lincoln-smooth ride was achieved with the ability to

drop it into the weeds. A set of Billet Specialties Phantom wheels that measure 17x7 in front and
17x8 in back blink-blink let everyone know that the owner did not skimp on the chromies for the
homies. So there he was, driving around town and checking out the street scene until one day, a
major decision was made that would morph his truck into the Ranger that he always wanted.
Eric related, "I was coming home from a car show one day and I broke the rear transmission
seal. I said to myself that was it, it was time to put a 5. Without wasting any time, Schmall was
called upon to build up a Starting with a roller block, Schmall had it bored and honed. With it
back from the machine shop, he dropped in a balanced rotating assembly consisting of a stock
crank, and a set of stock rods with TRW pistons. A 7-quart Moroso oil pan was attached to the
bottom end, and on top, a pair of Edelbrock Performer RPM aluminum cylinder heads was
torqued down to the deck surfaces. Compression checks in a Fuel injection was to be retained,
so a matching Edelbrock Performer RPM intake manifold was installed with a set of 24 lb. With
the engine assembled, it was time to install the mill with the custom Kaufmann Products Ranger
swap headers and engine mounts. To make it tractable on the street, Eric chose to put in an
AOD. In this case, it is a Trans Pro Lansing, Ill. A driveshaft safety loop from Ford Racing Parts
retains the custom driveshaft assembly should it fail from the high torque load. Eric expects to
drag race and get some respectable numbers from it in the near future. The bodywork and paint
is where most of the attention went. The first thing he did was shave the fuel door, the tailgate
and the antenna. The base color is PPG Chrome Yellow and the abstract artwork was applied on
afterwards, all covered by a coat of clearcoat. Since we last spoke to Eric, he's updated his
project a little. The interior now sports a dashboard and center console from a Mustang that is
fully covered in tweed. The bed cap has been removed, and a few more paint graphics have
been sprayed on. Other than that, it's pretty much still the radical ride you see before you.
Future plans include a Vortech supercharger and a complete tan leather interior. Without the
help of his wife and the support of his mother
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, father and grandmother who sadly never got to see the truck completed , Eric says this
project would never have happened. Of course, Schmall gets all the wrenching credit while his
buddies Mike, Robbie, Papa Joe and Gary in his truck club also get thanks too. Combining
show-quality looks with brutal street performance and a plush ride, Eric's truck is simply
de-ranged. The Ford Ranger Raptor has been caught for the very first time testing on U. See the
exclusive spy shots only at Motor Trend! David Carpenter is a racer. Gordon Hume originally
passed on this Ford Mustang GT, but two years later it popped back into his life and he knew it
was destined to be his. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit
Featured Vehicles. Vinnie Kung. Sources BFGoodrich. Forgeline Forged Alloy Wheels. Connect
With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All
News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Ford Ranger Raptor Caught on U. Mustang

